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With jokes, Bloomberg
sends off Class of 2011
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor
Rain clouds cleared as nearly
7,000 graduates took over the National Mall May 15 to collect their
degrees, marking the first graduating class to have spent their entire
growth at GW with University
President Steven Knapp.
“These are the students who
started when I started. I was a
freshman the same time they were,”
Knapp said in an interview before
the ceremony. “So I have a special
connection with this graduating
class.”
New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg’s keynote speech was
sprinkled with references to GW
culture, ranging from McFadden’s
quips to Gelman puns.
“I know this is a bittersweet day
for all of you who are graduating,”
Bloomberg said. “It won’t be easy
to leave a place where you can rub
a hippo’s nose, break-dance with
big George, sit in Einstein’s lap, pet
a dog named Ruffles and buy a hotdog from a guy named Manouch.”
Bloomberg, who was elected
mayor two months after 9/11, took
a moment to reflect on the legacy of
that day, commending the decline
of partisanship and the growth of
service and volunteering that it inspired.
“The conventional wisdom that
Democrats and Republicans hold
diametrically opposed beliefs – and
that one is right and one is wrong
– is just not true,” Bloomberg said.
“You can be a Democrat or a Republican – I’ve been both.”
Bloomberg, who received an
honorary doctor of public service
from the University, said volunteering has become an even bigger part
of our culture after 9/11, especially
at GW.
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Gelman
project
allocated
$16 million
by gabrielle marush
Assistant News Editor

have absolutely changed the lives
of all those people you include in
your own world,” he said. “But
equipped with your passion and
armed with your education, I have
no doubt that you will absolutely
change a world for someone, for
some family, for some community,
for some city, for some nation.”
Stevenson, a 2nd Lieutenant in
the Air Force, will begin intelligence
training in Texas this summer.

The University’s highest governing body pledged to spend $16 million
to upgrade Gelman Library over the
next three years, the administration’s
most tangible promise to-date to fix the
aging building.
After nearly a year of persistent
protest from the Student Association,
groups like Get Gelman Going along
with the donation of $31,000 of last
year’s Senior Class Gift to the library
project, officials included the necessary funding in the budget for the 2012
fiscal year. The Board of Trustees approved the budget May 13.
Provost Steven Lerman said the
goal is that eventually about half of the
$16 million will be covered by fundraising, but President Steven Knapp said
he considers it an investment, whether
or not the University fundraises the desired amount.
“We’d like to fundraise all of it if
we possibly can,” Knapp said, “but
what we’re doing is saying we’re going
to make our investment ahead of time.
Whether or not we get the fundraising
done, we’re going to do the project.”
Specific design plans have still not
been decided, Lerman said, adding,
the “hope is that we could begin construction a year from today.”
Once the design selection and engineering plans are complete, and the
University secures permits from the
District, lack of funding will no longer hold back the project. Lerman said

See BLOOMSBERG: Page 11

See GELMAN: Page 11
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Right: New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg inspires nostalgic
memories in graduates during
keynote address. Bottom: Families
celebrate on the National Mall.

He noted how students "not
only met, but far exceeded" First
Lady Michelle Obama's service
challenge of 100,000 hours last year,
adding that he believed the feat deserved "a round of applause."
In addition to hearing “some of
the most important and influential
leaders of our time” and experiencing “unprecedented access to the
power center of government,” the
mayor commended graduates on
their uniquely-GW experience.
“And I bet you’ve learned a few
other things too, like what meals to
avoid at J-Street and what exactly
you are allowed to do in each of
those Gelman study areas – where
you can use laptops, where you can
study in groups, where you can eat
snacks and where you can do none

of those things.”
After six years at GW earning
his undergraduate and graduate
degrees, student speaker Collin Stevenson said he “realized that seemingly extraordinary experiences are
not the exception here.”
“While we are sometimes told
that we may not be able to change
the larger world, know that you
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Allums to leave women's team
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor

FILE PHOTO

Junior shooting guard Kye Allums, the first
transgender player in NCAA Division I history,
will not return to the women's basketball team.

Shooting guard Kye Allums will not return to the
court for the Colonials next
season.
Allums, the first transgender basketball player in
NCAA Division I history, will
likely undergo the first steps
in a gender reassignment surgery this summer.
“I have decided to no longer compete for the women’s
basketball team at George
Washington University,” Allums said. “I alone came to
this conclusion, and I thank
the athletic department for
respecting my wishes.”
The junior did not return
a request for further comment.
Assistant sports information director Jesse Hooker
said Allums is enrolled at the
University for the fall semester, but declined to comment
when asked if GW would
continue to honor Allums’
scholarship in light of his
departure from the team. Allums initally enrolled at GW

under a women’s basketball
scholarship that would fund
his tutition throughout his
tenure.
“Kye has informed the
athletic department that, after careful consideration, he
has decided that it is in his
best interest to no longer
participate in intercollegiate
athletics,” a statement from
the University, provided by
Hooker, said. “We respect his
wishes, and he has our continued support.”
Allums first openly identified himself as transgender in a November story in
Out Magazine. The junior,
who identified as a lesbian
throughout high school, said
his biggest fear in coming out
as transgender was the possibility that it would make
him ineligible to play college
basketball.
Allums, who is no longer
listed on the women’s basketball online roster, played
in just eight games this season before being sidelined by
concussions, something that
See ALLUMS: Page 13

Financial aid boosted to $160 million
by gabrielle marush
Assistant News Editor
The University's Board of Trustees approved $159 million in financial aid on for the coming fiscal
year, a 6-percent increase from the
amount allocated one year ago.
The $159 allocated for financial aid came as one portion of the
$640 million operating and capital
budgets approved by the Board of
Trustees May 13 at a packed meeting in West Hall on the Mount Vernon Campus.

The increase in available aid,
considerably higher than the 2.9
percent increase in the tuition rate
Vice Provost Steven Lerman pointed out, still marks a smaller increase
in available aid to students than in
recent years.
The boost for the coming year
will allow at least 60 percent of students to receive assistance – consistent with previous years – in the
next fiscal year, which runs from
July 1, 2011 to June 31, 2012.
Sixty percent of incoming freshmen have already requested aid,

Lerman said.
The Board also voted to continue
the University’s fixed-price tuition
policy, which locks in incoming students' tuition cost for ten semesters,
and the institutional guarantee of
financial aid, which guarantees that
students' yearly financial aid will
not decrease from a porition of their
initial year’s amount.
Although there is room for some
change depending on fluctuations
over the summer, depending on if
See FIN AID: Page 11
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Ensign Daniel Bandong stands proudly as his mother pins the new shoulder
boards onto his uniform at the NROTC Commissioning Ceremony May 13.

NROTC commissions
15 military officers
by Amanda d'ambra
Assistant News Editor
Clad in crisp white uniforms,
shaking the hands of their superiors,
15 Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps graduates were commissioned
as military officers in a ceremony
May 13.
Held in the William G. McGowan Theater in the National Archives
Building, the ceremony brought family, friends and naval officers together
to celebrate the academic graduation
and commissioning of a total of 21
Navy ROTC cadets into officer positions.
Navy ROTC members from
nearby American University, Howard University, Georgetown University and The University of Maryland
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were commissioned in the ceremony.
Of the 15 GW students, one was commissioned to the second lieutenant
position, with the rest entering the
naval fleet as ensigns.
The ceremony began with the
introduction of each graduate, announcing the students' hometowns
and fields of study as they walked
somberly to face their superiors who
stood on stage.
Capt. Sterling G. Gilliam, commanding officer of the GW Naval
ROTC unit, presented opening remarks following the formal presentation of the colors and the playing of
the national anthem by Navy ROTC
cadets.
“Few places are more poignant
than the National Archives...If you
think about it, here on the National
Mall, we are literally surrounded by
testaments to the service and sacriSee NROTC: Page 11
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IN Brief

Justice Kagan to judge
moot court contest

Supreme Court Associate Justice Elena Kagan will judge the GW Law School’s longestrunning moot court competition next year.
Kagan will be the first justice to preside
over the annual Jacob Burns Van Vleck Constitutional Law Moot Court competition since
Associate Justice Antonin Scalia in 2009. Chief
Justice John Roberts and Associate Justice
Samuel Alito also judged the school’s most
competitive event in 2006 and 2007, respectively.
“Justice Kagan is not only a distinguished
jurist, but also a committed educator,” interim
Dean Gregory Maggs said. “We are delighted
and honored that she has agreed to visit the
Law School.”
The constitutional law moot court will pit
upper-level law students against each other in
a fictional case that is written by a law student.
Potential competitors must register to participate by September, and they will prepare research, brief writings and oral arguments.
Kagan will serve in the competition’s final
round as one of three judges, GW Law School
spokeswoman Claire Duggan said. The other
two judges have not been announced, but they
are typically U.S. circuit court judges.
President Barack Obama appointed Kagan to the Supreme Court in 2009, making her
the newest member of the bench.

–Cory Weinberg

Board officially removes
graduation fee
The Board of Trustees unanimously voted
to stop charging seniors a $100 graduation
fee at the governing body’s May 13 meeting,
a highly expected move after student leaders
lobbied for the much-maligned fee’s removal
throughout the spring.
The Class of 2012 will be the first class to
have a graduation without fees. The charge is
not being eaten by the University, instead GW
will charge incoming freshmen a matriculation fee that will help fund their graduation
costs four years later.
Freshmen, beginning with the Class of
2016, will be charged $350 to attend Colonial
Inauguration. Students currently pay $250 to
attend the three-day program.
The fee, instituted in 1999 by the Board of
Trustees, was imposed to cover the high cost
of graduating on the Ellipse. Commencement
ceremonies no longer take place at that location, but spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
in March that the fee covers “the costs associated with Commencement week celebrations
and ceremonies, including diplomas, diploma
covers, mailing costs and hoods for doctoral
degree recipients.”

–Lauren French

Michelle Rattinger | senior photo editor

Patrick Suarez, a graduate of the School of Medicine and Health Sciences with a doctorate in physical therapy, blows bubbles in the crowd at
the University-wide Commencement Ceremony May 15. Suarez, along with other graduates, heard from New York City Mayor Mike Bloomberg.
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Graduation ceremonies

The Class of 2011 celebrated on the
National Mall with Michael Bloomberg

NROTC graduates were commissioned at
the National Archives May 13

Seniors spent the week being honored
at their various graduation ceremonies

MAY
Wednesday

18

Thursday

19

Graduate program info session Climate change conference

Summer Residence hall move-in

Food safety speech

Hear faculty talk about
GW School of Business graduate programs.
Duques Hall, Sixth floor
• 6:30 to 8 p.m.

Students staying in residence halls
for summer sessions check in at
Amsterdam Hall.
Amsterdam Hall • 3 to 8 p.m.

Listen to Mike Taylor, deputy commissioner
for foods at the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, talk about food safety reforms.
Jack Morton Auditorium • 1 p.m.

Attend discussions by experts on the impact
of climate change in developing nations.
1957 E Street, Room 602
• 3:45 to 5:30 p.m.
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Professors urge grads to accept change
by melissa turley and
priya anand
Hatchet Editors
Two Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences professors told graduating students
to welcome change while
planning for the future at
separate back-to-back ceremonies for the University’s
largest school.
Political science professor John Sides and associate
chemistry professor Chris
Cahill headlined the first and
second ceremonies, respectively, assuring graduating
students without post-college
plans that it is not always
possible to map out life.
“Far more doors are open
and will remain open to you
than it may seem,” Sides said.
“You do have time.”
Sides also said, while reflecting upon graduation and
celebrating, students must
consider how to use their
strengths and talents for the
benefit of society.
“As you reflect, I’m going
to suggest one question you
might ask yourself,” he said.
“How am I going to use the
gifts I’ve been given?”
Cahill told graduates
they only need one roadmap: a readiness for change
and opportunity.
“By embracing interesting
opportunities, you will attract
them,” Cahill said, advising
students to develop a strong
work ethic based on integrity

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Undergraduates from the School of Business ceremony filed into
the Smith Center Friday to hear from alumnus Louis Rosenfeld.

Guthrie to graduates:
'Change the world'
by Josh Perlman
Contributing Editor
jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Student speaker Janean Wilson spoke to fellow graduates at the second Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences ceremony May 14. Wilson urged graduates to have faith in their post-collegiate decisions.

and honesty. The chemistry
professor joked that memorizing the periodic table of
elements might help.
One student speaker at
the second ceremony, Janean Wilson, told her peers
to remain confident in their
decisions, as the biggest
challenges they might encounter will likely be internal. Wilson graduated with
a master's degree in speech

and hearing sciences.
“Think of everything
you’ve done here as a stepping stone to where you
want to be,” Wilson said “It’s
not always someone else’s
doubts, but our own. Prove
yourself wrong.”
Columbian
College
Dean Peg Barratt reminded
graduating students that,
though they will no longer
be attending classes, their

relationship with GW has
not come to a standstill.
Thomas Giannettino, who
majored in political science,
said the ceremony was bittersweet, adding that Sides’
speech was inspiring.
“It capsulated everything
we should be thinking about
as we move on from this
moment,” Giannettino said.
“It’s the start of the rest of
my life.” u

Elliott graduates hear from NASA
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
The deputy administrator
of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration likened graduates of the Elliott
School of International Affairs
to the missions and history of
NASA in her keynote address
at the school’s graduation ceremony Friday.
Lori Beth Garver delivered her remarks in the Smith
Center, sharing lessons from
her career path with the graduating class. Garver said that
her 1989 graduation from GW
with a master’s degree in science, technology and public
policy prepared her for the

missions and work of NASA,
where she is now the administration’s second in command.
Graduation is an “inflection point,” Garver said, a
point where the graduates’
steering wheel is perfectly
straight, waiting for a direction. No matter which direction they take, Garver said,
the Elliott School has taught
its graduates two important
lessons for success – lessons
she tied into her experiences
working at NASA.
Garver discussed NASA’s
1970 Apollo 13 mission as the
program’s greatest success,
one that imparted a valuable
lesson for graduates – a lesson of the importance of col-

lective action. Apollo 13 was
originally intended to be the
third manned-moon landing, but after an oxygen tank
exploded and put the lives
of three astronauts in serious
danger, NASA worked tirelessly for four days to bring
the men safely back to Earth.
The mission is a reminder of
the best characteristics in all
of us, Garver said.
“It shows the potential of
what we can all accomplish
when we come together,”
Garver said, adding that
Apollo 13 exemplified the
important characteristics of
“determination,
creativity,
stamina [and] teamwork.”
Garver also spoke of

NASA’s dedication to exploration, a drive she said was
also in all graduates of the
Elliott School.
“You’ve set goals and
achieved them, you’ve taken
risks and advice,” Garver
told graduates.
Student speaker Thomas
Robert Luley outlined the
most important lessons he
learned as an undergraduate
at GW, including the importance of avoiding procrastination, and the value of standing
by your principles.
“The most important
thing I’ve learned,” he added, “is that arguing with
your mother is always a terrible idea.” u

Dean Doug Guthrie of the
School of Business encouraged graduates to begin their
futures with open minds May
13 at the school's undergraduate students celebration, saying they should be relentless
in their career hunts.
“Dream big things, do
great things, change the
world,” he said.
The graduates gathered
at the Smith Center with
their families and friends
to be recognized for their
achievements over the past
four years.
"I'm all for emotion, so
anyone that wants to cheer at
that level or higher feel free to
do so today," Guthrie said.
The dean said students
should feel proud of their accomplishments after years of
hard work, as he remembered
the four years he spent in
graduate school.
Keynote speaker and
alumnus Louis Rosenfeld addressed the graduates with his
speech. Rosenfeld, who graduated from the school in 1980
is now the managing director
of currency and commodities
at the Goldman Sachs Group.
Rosenfeld said the graduates will learn to grow from
their experiences, and they
should use that knowledge
to build a successful career.
He said they should never
make the same mistake
twice, because it is far more
interesting to make new ones

along the way.
“Love what you do and
the future it holds for you,”
Rosenfeld said. “There’s no
shame in trying out an industry and realizing it’s not
for you.”
Rosenfeld spoke from his
own experience while offering words of advice for the
new graduates. He said they
should always remember that
GW provided them with the
tools they need to succeed in
the professional world.
“I’ve always believed
that the path to my successful career started right here at
GW,” Rosenfeld said. “Along
the way, I never lost sight of
where I got my start.”
Rhea Sud, who is graduating with a degree in finance
and international business
with a French minor, said she
is experiencing a mix of emotions about closing out her
undergraduate education.
“I’m really excited for the
future and what’s next, but I’ll
be sad to leave GW behind,”
Sud said. “It’s been everything
I’ve wanted and more.”
Guthrie said the graduates
have a chance not just to make
a difference in this country,
but all over the world.
As men and women of the
business industry, the graduates have the power to truly
affect a great number of people, Guthrie said.
“We live in a world where
business is one of the fundamental institutions that structures the world we live in,”
Guthrie said. u
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"You know what? For $52,000 a year...you should learn what you want to learn. "
–Natalie Lazaroff on customizing her own major, Judaic studies.
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Staff Editorial

The library
students deserve
Hallelujah.
From freshmen to seniors, most
of the student body had one common
complaint all year: Gelman Library.
In fact, a shared hatred for the library might be one of the few uniting
veins pulsing through students of all
years at GW.
The Board of Trustees decided at a
meeting May 13 that it would pledge
$16 million to Gelman over the next
three years, and we couldn’t be happier
to hear the news.

This new allocation marks
an important signal that the
University is listening to a
principal student complaint.
A university library should be able
to host all the students who seek its facilities, but Gelman currently can’t. Students should feel comfortable spending
as much time as they like buried in
books at the library desks, but it only
takes a few hours of Gelman’s oppressive heat to send them back to their
rooms. Gelman’s technological and
space resources shouldn’t be so limited
that people are forced to avoid the library during finals and midterms – the
times when it is most needed. Tour
guides should be able to bring visiting groups into the library, rather than
shielding prospective students from it.
A renovated Gelman with that kind
of capital backing it might alow those
library basics to be realized.
This new allocation marks an important signal that the University is listening to a principal student complaint.
University president Steven Knapp
said, whether GW garners outside
funding to comprise the $16 million or
not, Gelman will receive the pledged
funds. Knapp’s commitment to improving the library shows that it will remain
a focus of the administration in upcoming years, and we are glad that, in the
future, students will be able to work in
a renovated library.
Gelman’s sorry state has always
posed a conundrum for administrators.
While they have undoubtedly noted its
ailing condition, a library is not a tuition generator, so choosing to pledge
money toward it will not likely yield
returns on investment. Still, we believe
that students will ultimately benefit
greatly from this allocation, and it is an
investment worth making.
With this increased capital, Gelman
renovations will be able to move beyond strictly planning first floor improvements. As most students study on
floors two to six, this is an important
project to begin. We hope that the University will continue to seek student
and faculty input on how to go about
renovations as it did with first floor
renovations.
Student advocacy is a major influence sparking these changes. Student
Association leaders and clubs like Get
Gelman Going advocated passionately
for improvements to the library, and
their efforts catalyzed the administrative decision to pledge such a large
amount. We are grateful that they culled
student body complaints and relayed
them to the board.
With this recent allocation of funds,
we see hope for the University library
GW students deserve.

Congratulations
GW grads!
"Continue learning.
Continue asking difficult
questions. Continue
thinking independently.
Continue volunteering your
time to help others.... and
most importantly continue
calling your mother."
–Michael Bloomberg,
in his address to the Class of 2011.
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The philosophy
department's
Vern complex
A

recent episode involving the philosophy department and Peg Barratt,
dean of the Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences, has me concerned – and
even a bit embarrassed – about the future of
the Mount Vernon
Campus.
Residents
of
the Vern have often
complained about
the non-satellite (but
really, sort-of-satellite) campus. Yes,
it is located miles
Lyndsey Wajert
away from Foggy
Bottom, meaning
Senior Columnist
students must take a
shuttle between the
two sites. Students
who have even just one class there complain
about the trek. It is also very quiet, and it just
doesn’t provide the city-living experience
other freshmen have. After all, residents of
the Vern have to say, “I’m just four blocks,
and a 15 minute ride from the White House.”
These are not atypical complaints, as distance
and perceived isolation consistently mar the
Vern’s reputation.
But just recently, philosophy professors
kicked, screamed and petitioned – garnering
117 signatures from GW faculty – until Barratt reversed her original decision to move
their department to the Vern. These professors would have had offices in the newly
constructed Ames Academic Hall, but they
weren’t having it.
GW did not consult with the professors
when choosing who would move to the Vern,
and yes, CCAS administrators should have
spoken with representatives of the department when they first considered the switch.
However, this situation is extremely disappointing. If members of our own University faculty don’t want to move to the Vern
because of its reputation among students
and in general, how can the student body
ever overcome the feelings it has about our
other campus?
Even as a rising senior, I am a staunch
defender of the Mount Vernon Campus.
I had a wonderful freshman year living
in Somers Hall, I met many of my closest
friends there and I was able to fully enjoy
my GW experience. Shocking, right? Naturally, I also made friends who lived on the
Foggy Bottom Campus, but I still maintain
that the third floor of Somers was actually
one of the best places to host parties during
my freshman year.
Notably, I’m only one resident, and my
words against the hundreds of others who
complain about the distance, the fact that it's
not in D.C. and the stigma associated with
being a “Vernie” do not stand a chance. The
University seems to have taken notice of the
campus’ bad public relations campaign, and
it has taken steps to add a beautiful dining
hall, state-of-the-art recording studios and
most recently, University Writing classes.
With this change, all freshmen will be required to take a trip to the Vern for their introductory writing courses, and hopefully,
the move will bring about a better sense of
inclusion for the campus.
These steps are promising, but I think
the University could do more. Provost Steve
Lerman’s laudable proposal to set up a strategic planning group that will develop a
stronger identity for the campus is key to
diminishing Vern-life stigma.
Unfortunately, the outrage from the
philosophy department just drastically set
back the progress of any integration plans.
If the University can’t persuade a relatively
small department to move to a gorgeous
new facility on a campus located a shuttle
ride away, I worry about its ability to keep
incoming freshmen there.
GW has already consumed the majority of Foggy Bottom. Our school can no longer build out; it needs to build up. As such,
moving more departments and classes to
the Mount Vernon campus, utilizing the
new spaces and hosting more events there
will be as fundamental to campus growth
as a whole as it is to improving Mount Vernon’s reputation. We can’t have a major issue every time a department is, hopefully
in the future, asked to move there.
For those students who did not hate
their experiences living on the Vern, share
your suggestions with Lerman’s committee.
Better integration of the campus also means
improvement of its flaws, and that requires
input from former and current residents.
But if the only flaw with the Vern is
that it is not Foggy Bottom, the entire community, including administration, faculty
and students, needs to realize that characteristic simply will never be fixed. And, as
such, people will never be able to accept
the other campus, and GW’s efforts to improve the Vern’s reputation will remain
futile. Here’s hoping academic departments stop looking at the Vern as a reason
to throw a tantrum.
–The writer, a junior majoring in
journalism, is a Hatchet senior columnist.

The evolution of a Colonial
by Montana Debor

The ex factor:
hooking up with a former fling
T

he coming of summer may have even learned a
raises many questions. few new tricks in college.
Do I remember how
But what kind of colto drive? Can I wear white umn would this be without
pants yet? Summer intern- advice?
ship or summer classes?
Rekindling old flames is
While all these are legiti- no easy business and some
mate, their answers are sim- things need to be considered
ple: probably not,
both before and
who cares and
after the hook-up.
why not both.
In any relationOne question,
ship, these are
though,
lingers
the times most of
in our thoughts
us mess up, but
the entire way
this is particuhome, and it’s lelarly challenging
gitimate: should I
when hooking up
Kelsey
Rohwer
hook up with my
with an ex.
ex?
Before initiColumnist
To begin anating a summer
swering,
let’s
fling with your
nail down the
ex,
necessary
basics. You have to have field research needs to be
an ex that’s still talking to conducted. If you haven’t
you. This means that a) you been keeping tabs on their
did the smart thing and Facebook photos – but let’s
broke up before college, or be honest, that’s unlikely –
b) you had a mutual break- now would be a good time
up during college. If any of to start. A certain amount
these apply to you, consider of preparation needs to be
yourself lucky. You have made, so if they’ve taken up
the sublime opportunity of cutting their own hair, this
hooking up with your ex is something that you need
this summer.
to be ready for.
Normally, I would guide
If the Facebook check
you through suggestions succeeds, then attend the
and lists with complicated same party as he or she
numbers, but this time my and carefully observe from
advice is simple: go for a distance. Has she develit! What have you got to oped a drinking problem? Is
lose? This person knows all he shorter than you rememyour weird quirks, and the bered? Is that a mermaid
awkward getting-to-know- tattoo? Your summer is a
each-other and navigating- valuable commodity, and
the-bedroom phases are you need to make sure that
eliminated. Plus, your ex you invest wisely.

Letter to the editor
Collaborating to
make a stronger
dean search
This letter is in response
to an article printed May 9,
“Dean names second GSPM
interim executive director,”
regarding the status of proposals for Graduate School
of Political Management
director as called for by the
school’s adjunct faculty, students and alumni. We are listening and making changes.
Under the outstanding
leadership of its founding
dean Chris Arterton, GSPM
has a distinguished history
of offering the best in political management education.
Thanks to the leadership
of Arterton and, recently,
professor and intermin executive director Charles
Cushman, GSPM has a solid
foundation. We will soon
have Dr. Dennis Johnson,
a highly regarded interim
director with extraordinary
credentials.
Not every search yields
the optimal results, and we
are necessarily guided by
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As a last measure, ask
your other friends what
your ex has been up to.
If something major happened, they probably heard
about it. If all is clear, finish
what’s in your Solo cup and
march full-steam ahead, my
friend – your summer has
officially started.
For the most part, the
rest is easy, because you’ve
been here before. But remember, you broke up for
a reason. Chances are what
you fought about last time
you’ll fight about this time.
So don’t bring up how she is
never there on time or how
he pronounces “supposedly” wrong.
You’re not going to
change your ex in one summer. You’re hooking up with
your ex because it’s carefree
and fun; go to bonfires and
play Scrabble with their
parents. The summer is to
be enjoyed, so don’t ruin it
with stupid fights.
It ends, but by now you
should know that. Before
hooking up with your ex,
it’s important that you both
have the same expectations
and that you establish an
appropriate expiration date.
Maybe there’s a chance for
an actual relationship in the
future. But for now, stick
with the seasons, and end
things when someone has to
go back to school.
–The writer, a sophomore
majoring in journalism, is a
Hatchet columnist.

the recommendations of the
search committee.
I see resolution not far
down the road. For example, we are hiring a wellqualified search firm to
produce a much wider field
of applicants than would
otherwise be possible. We
have revised the educational requirements to include a preference – but not
an absolute requirement
– for a terminal degree as
part of the search criteria.
Moreover, our first search
committee was somewhat
traditionally
comprised
mainly of distinguished
full-time faculty. Now we
are broadening the search
committee to include two
adjunct faculty members,
a student, an alumnus, a
member of the school’s advisory board and faculty.
GSPM is also benefitting from new financial and
business processes, made
in concert with the University’s structures and policies. I am very pleased by
the cooperation and support we are receiving from
the overwhelming majority
of faculty and staff. GSPM

is now living within its annual budgets, with sound
business practices that are
in consonance with GW
policies.
All of these positive
changes have taken some
time to put in place, including the new search committee. No one person within
GW has the authority to
simply order change. We are
too collegiate for that, and
rightly so.
President Steven Knapp,
Provost Steve Lerman and I
have met often with faculty,
adjunct faculty, students,
alumni and members of the
Council on American Politics. I will meet as often as
these groups desire. We are
all part of the same GW community, and we must share
our views, with civility and
mutual respect, to reach our
common goals.
In the fall semester, I
have no doubt that we will
all have a GSPM that is
stronger than ever before.
Kathleen Burke
The writer is the dean of
the College of Professional
Studies.
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Fewer students Univ. to fund full-rides for veterans
submit deposits
by amanda d'ambra
Assistant News Editor

by lauren french
Editor in chief
The percentage of students who submitted deposits to the University dropped
by 4 points this year, capping
off a year of numericallymixed admissions.
Thirty-three percent of
the 7,022 students admitted
into the University this spring
submitted a deposit, signaling their plans to attend GW
in the fall.
The 2,320 incoming freshmen – a number in line with
the institution’s population
goals – hail from 45 states and
40 countries, making it one of
the most diverse classes in
University history.
The Class of 2015 will be
one of the most academically gifted the University has
seen, but the class boasted
little academic growth from
last year, just matching the
Class of 2014 in SAT and
ACT scores and class rank,
at 1960, 29 and the 91st percentile, respectively.
“Given the growing
number of applications and
the increased academic quality of the applicant pool, the
selection process this year
was even more difficult to
make. Consequently, the
Class of 2015 is expected to
meet, and perhaps exceed,
the academic profile of last
year’s class, making these
students the most academically qualified in University
history,” a statement from
Dean of Admissions Kathryn
Napper said.
Seventy-eight members
of the Class of 2015 will graduate from high school in the
top 10 percent of their classes
– an increase of 4 percentage points from the previous
class.
Overall, GW had a mixed
admissions year. The institution brought in an on-goal
class in terms of size but saw
only slight increases or decreses in key admissions areas.
This year’s applicant
pool represents a 200-student
increase from last year’s total
of 21,200 freshman applications.
This 1 percent increase
is 5 to 10 percentage points
below increases reported by

comparable universities.
Applications increased
by almost 7 percent at
Georgetown University, 12
percent at American University, 11 percent at New
York University, more than
10 percent at Northwestern
University and 9 percent at
Boston University over the
last year.
Senior Vice President for
Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak
said the University is no longer actively looking to boost
its application numbers.
“I could spend money
to increase application numbers, or we could spend it on
things that benefit students,”
Chernak said.
Chernak and Board of
Trustees member Alan From
said the incoming class was
impressive in both academics
and community service.
The admissions statement released by Napper
echoed those sentiments.
“Beyond the numbers,
we will enroll a freshman
class of talented students
with incredible leadership
potential and commitment
to service,” she said in the
statement.
Admission numbers play
a key role in the U.S. News
and World Report and other
collegiate rankings, meaning
GW may face a drop in standings after having comparably
lower application and yield
rates than other institutions.
The University had a
positive mark with its acceptance rate.
7,022 students were admitted from the original application pool, resulting in
an acceptance rate of 32.6
percent, the second lowest
in University history. The
acceptance rate for the Class
of 2014 was 0.5 percentage
points lower.
The incoming freshman
class will be the most ethnically and racially diverse and
will have the most international student population in
University history. International students make up 7
percent of the class, up from
6 percent in the Class of 2014,
and multicultural students
make up 28 percent, up 1
point from last year. u

Veterans who wish to
pursue a graduate degree at
the University will have their
tuition covered because of
increased contributions for
the 2011-2012 academic year
by Veterans Affairs.
With a boost of $10,000
provided in Veterans Affairs base funding, veterans
pursuing graduate degrees
from GW will be able to receive a maximum of $27,740
in tuition support starting
fall 2012.
Established in 2008 with
the enactment of the Post9/11 Veterans Educational
Assistance Act – part of the GI
Bill – the program increased
educational benefits available
to veterans who wish to pursue college degrees.
Recent changes to the
act bring federal funding up
from a maximum contribution of $7,100 in the 20102011 academic year.
Between monies from

Veteran Affairs, the $5,120
contributed by GW and the
additional VA match, graduate students will be able to receive a total of up to $27,740
in tuition support. The average Columbian College of
Arts and Sciences graduate
program tuition is $22,230.
GW's contribution for
graduate-level students will
remain unchanged for the
fall of 2012.
The new federal contribution will be effective for
the 2011-2012 academic year.
This will apply to incoming
graduate students for fall
2011 and also to those who
are currently enrolled.
“Above all else, I believe
it is important to recognize
that those who have served
have the opportunity to go
anywhere. We want them at
GW. We felt it was the right
thing to do for that population,
and ultimately, it is a great
sign that vets are welcome
here,” Brian Hawthorne,
founder and former president
of the student organization

GW Veterans, said.
Undergraduate students
will also benefit from recent
changes to the Assistance
Act, according to current
GW Veterans president Scott
Disney.
With these changes, undergraduate student-veterans will be able to receive
tuition funding for the entire
year, including during summer terms. Previously, the
benefits only applied to fall
and spring terms.
“Being considered a fulltime student during a particular term is a requirement
for receiving the monthly
housing allowance from the
VA. Now veteran undergraduates will be able to attend school year round and
maintain their full benefits,
all while being able to continue to do so tuition free,”
Disney said.
There will also no longer
be a cap on how many veterans can enroll in the Yellow
Ribbon Program as graduate students. Currently, the

number of undergraduate
student-veterans who can
take advantage of the program is limited to 150.
“Previously many veteran
graduate students enrolled
here with the knowledge
that they would have to
rely on additional sources of
funding to supplement their
veterans benefits, which
obviously meant accruing
high amounts of debts. I
think this will result in an
increase in the number of
veterans who choose to [go]
to GW to pursue a graduate
degree,” Disney said.
Over 500 student-veterans were enrolled in the University for the 2010-2011 academic year. Of those, more
than 260 are part of the Yellow Ribbon Program.
“I think the key thing
is we really appreciate
the commitment from the
University,”
Hawthorne
said. “It sends the message
that vets, regardless of their
background, are welcome in
our classrooms.” u

NASA admin offers reality check
by caroline bowman
Senior Editor
David Dolling, dean of
the School of Engineering
and Applied Science, extolled
the strengths of its pool of students from around the world
and assured the students that
their degrees will be an incredible asset in their futures.
The importance of ethics
and the continued pursuit of
knowledge were abundant
throughout the more than
two-hour long ceremony May
14 in the Smith Center.
“We hope that we have
instilled in you the absolute
imperative of ethical behavior in everything you do personally and professionally,”
Dolling said.
Dolling made a point to
mention the over 40 percent
of women who attend the
school – far greater than the
national average. According
to data from the National Science Foundation, about 11
percent of engineers nationally are women.
Micah Foster, who was
recognized as the distinguished scholar for the
ceremony, emphasized the
strength of his teammates

and the continual pursuit of
knowledge, citing the study
of land, sea and space as
major accomplishments of
mankind.
“These victories were not
started as a safe bet, or by
knowing how they would
turn out,” Foster said. “We
can always be exploring.”
Student speaker Ashley
Kowalski, who received her
bachelor’s of science in mechanical engineering, also
reminisced about the strength
of her classmates and charged
her fellow graduates to never
give up.
“We are the ones who
must change the world for
the better,” Kowalski said.
Former NASA Administrator Michael Griffin began his keynote address on
a different note, urging the
graduates to give notice to
such technological failures as
the Space Shuttle Columbia
crash in 2003 and the Gulf of
Mexico oil spill last year.
“The plain fact is that engineers and their creations
in today’s world are simply expected to be successful,” Griffin said. “The good
news is that, in the majority
of instances, we have indeed

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Former NASA administrator Michael D. Griffin spoke May 14 at the
School of Engineering and Applied Science celebration.

learned to make it so. The bad
news, however, is that when
we fail, it is in a very serious
and very public way.”
Griffin emphasized to the
graduates the importance of
seeking more than just knowledge and looking for wisdom
throughout the their lives.
“You’ve begun to learn
how to acquire knowledge,
how to apply and how to act
upon it. It’s a lifelong process,
and you will still be at it on

the day you retire...you carry
the added responsibility of
learning how to do the right
thing,” Griffin said.
But the May 14 evening
graduation ceremony could
not escape the absence of
Taylor Hubbard, a biomedical engineering student who
passed away last spring.
Dolling held a moment of
silence at the beginning of
the ceremony to remember
the student. u
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Nationals owner said passion is key
by matthew kwiecinski
Hatchet Reporter

Gabriella demczuk | hatchet staff photographer

Provost Steve Lerman told a group of international students
their presence at GW makes the University a global institution.

International
students honored
by josh perlman
Contributing Editor
Senior Ingmar Waterloh’s father once told him he
should be able to make it in
the world with nothing but
a toothbrush in his pocket.
After completing his undergraduate education at GW,
the international student
from Aachen, Germany finally feels he can live up to
that advice.
Waterloh is one of 545
international students graduating this year. Representing 84 different countries,
these graduates were honored Wednesday at the International Students Graduation Reception.

"To be great, all
universities have to
be global in scope."
steve lerman
Provost

Joseph Leonard, director
of the International Services
Office, said the diversity international students bring to
GW helps enrich the education other students receive at
the University.
“You’re really operating on a whole different level
when you come to GW because you’re not going to a regional university with a homo-

geneous faculty and student
body,” Leonard said. “You’re
coming to a global university
in a multicultural city.”
Waterloh, who graduated with a degree in business administration with a
concentration in finance and
information systems, said he
was initially attracted to GW
because of its location.
“Washington is truly in
the center of everything,”
he said.
Waterloh is preparing to
take the CFA exam in June.
He plans to stay in the area
after graduation while he
searches for jobs in investment banking.
Ier
Jonathan-Ichaver
stepped foot on campus for
the first time just two hours
before the reception. She
traveled from Switzerland,
where she successfully completed all her courses online
after moving from Nigeria.
Jonathan-Ichaver is receiving a master’s degree in
political management. She
said she enjoyed completing
her degree online because it
allowed her to work at her
own pace.
“You’ve got to be real
disciplined,” she said. “It’s a
real test of character.”
Provost Steve Lerman
spoke at the reception and
urged the graduates to remember they will always be
a part of the GW community,
no matter where they go after graduation.
“To be great, all universities have to be global in
scope,” he said.u

Baseball team owner
Mark Lerner told graduates
at the School of Business’
graduate and doctoral ceremony May 13 that he still
gets the chills every time he
walks onto the Washington
Nationals’ field.
“After five years of ownership, my greatest passion is
still my day job,” Lerner said.
Lerner, who graduated
from GW with a bachelor's
degree in business administration in 1975, also serves
as a principal of Lerner Enterprises, the largest private
real estate developer in the
D.C. area.
“Looking back and seeing that you built something
from the ground up is true
satisfaction,” Lerner said.
“The real measure of success is how much joy and
passion you felt through the

whole process.”
This year’s graduation
was the first for Doug Guthrie, who became dean of the
business school last summer
after Dean Susan Phillips retired in June.
“I came to GW to be a
part of something special,
and after ten months, I
am now looking out at it,”
Guthrie said, prompting a
round of applause from the
audience.
In his charge to the
graduating class, Guthrie
emphasized the importance
of making a difference and
changing the world – not
just making a paycheck.
Despite a difficult economy, student speaker Bernard Height told graduates
not to let tough times prevent them from following
their dreams.
“We started at GW in
2009 during one of the biggest recessions in United

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

A graduate waves to her family and friends at the GW School of Business'
graduate and doctoral ceremony May 13 in the Smith Center.

States history, and people
were questioning, 'Who
could afford to dream?' ”
Height said. “Who could afford not to dream?”
Stacey Davidson, who

graduated with an MBA, expressed relief about receiving her diploma after two
years of graduate school.
“It’s wonderful to be
done,” Davidson said. u

Teacher tells of education’s successes
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
The first ever keynote
speaker at the Graduate School
of Education and Human Development’s graduation ceremony implored graduates
to spread the news about the
positive experiences gained in
their classrooms, emphasizing
that educators have the power
to change the tone of discussion about the state of America’s education system.
Matthew Tosiello, a third
grade teacher at Randolph
Elementary School in Arlington, Va., received a master’s
in secondary education with
a concentration in English
as a second language from
GW in 2008. He was named
Arlington County Public
School’s 2011 Teacher of the
Year this spring.
Education is a challenging career path, Tosiello
said. He spoke of the time
commitment necessary and
the frustrations expressed
by educators, who encounter frequent criticism as the
nation’s education system
is examined. It’s hard not
to become discouraged, Tosiello added, but educators
need only to look at their

"There are so many
hidden gems out
there. As educators,
we need to seek
them out and let the
public know."
MATTHEW tOSIELLO
Keynote Speaker
Graduate School of Education
and Human Development’s
Graduation Ceremony

students to see that negative coverage rarely tells the
whole story.
Individuals can change
the tone of the debate on
education, he said, provided they take the time to
frequently share the success
stories they encounter daily
in the classroom.
“There are so many hidden gems out there. As educators, we need to seek them
out and let the public know,”

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Matthew Tosiello embraces Dean Michael Feuer after Tosiello's address at
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development's celebration.

Tosiello said. “I believe that
we can and need to change
the tenor of the rhetoric.”
Tosiello spoke of one of
his first students, who arrived in the classroom with a
limited grasp of the English
language. Undeterred, Tosiello and other instructors
spent long hours working
with the student, helping
him grow in his new environment. On one memorable
occasion, Tosiello taught his
class to make paper cranes

as a way to spice up a geometry lesson – an activity
the young student struggled
with. Instead of giving up,
however, the boy returned
the next day with enough
paper cranes for the entire
class. Years later, he returned
to Tosiello’s class again, this
time to share his inclusion
on an honor roll.
“Hard work and motivation allowed him to succeed,”
Tosiello said. “It should be a
lesson for all of us.” u

C
ulture
BloomBars cultivates and grows D.C. arts
Melissa Turley
Features Editor
mturley@gwhatchet.com
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by melissa turley
Features Editor
The arts are blossoming at BloomBars in Columbia Heights.
Started three years ago by Howard
University alumnus John Chambers,
BloomBars offers a welcoming space
for artists to learn, grow and share their
work with the D.C. community.
With a background in social marketing and communications, Chambers said he has often sought to build
a community around a cause.
“This was all coming around
the time of the [Obama] campaign,”
Chambers said. “I was thinking about
ways to channel energy of that time
back into local communities and community based organizations. I’ve always thought the best way to do that
is with art.”
Chambers said the arts are a tipping point for people to think about
their places in their communities, their
roles in society and ways to create
opportunities for their own personal
growth by stepping outside of their
comfort zones and boundaries.
BloomBars facilitates dance classes,
theater, film, music and a wide range
of special events. Chambers describes
it as a place to interact with a lot of different people and bring experimental
ideas to a group without judgment.
“There is so much talent in this
city, but a lot of those artists who could
be the next John Legend, Alicia Keys
or whoever, don’t get to have the exposure to larger audiences,” said Chambers. “We really just wanted to create a
support system to grow them as artists
and people.”
Chambers also looks to local students as resources for the group’s sustainability and future collaborations.
“We are ripe to bring in more students and more young people to play
leadership roles and to help grow the
organization,” Chambers said. “If I
had one wish, it would be for some
really talented video production students or film students.”
Don Michael Mendoza, BloomBars' theater coordinater and 2010
graduate of American University, is
described by Chambers as someone
with a lot of energy and excitement.
Mendoza took the helm of the
theater program at BloomBars in July
2010 and has since focused on three
areas: establishing a quarterly cabaret,
facilitating workshops and reaching
out to partner with other D.C. theater
groups.
A recent workshop on theater of
the oppressed revolved around an
ongoing partnership with the Woolly

francis rivera | Assistant photo editor

BloomBars attendees practice capoeira, a Brazilian art form that combines martial arts and music, during a class held every Saturday and Sunday morning.

Mammoth Theatre Company in Chinatown. Participants attended the production of Oedipus El Rey and channeled their reactions to the message
of oppression via monologues and
poetry inspired by the show.
Recent cabarets have featured
monologues, songs, scenes and basically anything to do with stage theater,
Mendoza said.
“I wanted to break the stereotype
of what a cabaret really is,” Mendoza
said.
Breaking out and experimenting
are common threads tying the diverse
arts at BloomBars together. An upcom-

ing theater project will focus on the
gentrification of Columbia Heights, a
theme Mendoza calls a touchy subject.
“Columbia Heights isn’t Tenleytown. There aren’t a lot of affluent people around here. It’s really just young
people, low-income families and
working-class people,” said Mendoza.
“I think BloomBars fits well because it
welcomes those people. It’s not intimidating, it’s a place people can enjoy
themselves.”
The events are open to all ages and
do not have a set cost. Instead, they ask
those in attendance to make a donation.

Studying your passion

Small majors offer attention in specific studies
by Josh perlman
Contributing Editor
Last year, 376 students graduated
with degrees in political science, 320
with degrees in psychology and 184
with degrees in economics. Only six
students left GW with degrees in dramatic literature.
Dramatic literature is one of GW's
unique majors with few students, but
high levels of dedication and interest.
This year, the dramatic literature
major had two graduates, Seung Hyun
You and Calder Stembel.
You, originally from Korea, said
she was first drawn to the program
because it encompassed all of her main
interests.
“When I saw the requirements I
had to fulfill, it just looked like so much
fun,” You said.
You said she has always been
interested in literature and drama.
When choosing her major, she looked
through the entire booklet of programs
and, after reading the requirements
and descriptions, settled on dramatic
literature.
You developed close relationships
with professors in her major and even
had the same professor for three consecutive semesters.
After graduation she hopes to remain in D.C. and look for a job with a
local theater or casting company.
Shawn Kelly, a rising senior, said
catering to one's interests is key to
gaining a worthwhile education.
Kelly began the process of creating
an individualized major as a freshman
and was able to declare his major, arts
administration, as a sophomore.
"If you don't like something, you're
not going to try hard and then you're
not going to remember it after your final exam," said Kelly. "But if you take
a class that you're interested in, it's actually going to serve its academic purpose."
Kelly combined aspects of the theater and business departments to create a curriculum for his major.

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Rising senior Shawn Kelly created his own major and hopes to attend graduate
school for arts administration after graduating from GW.

"Everything I do is so geared towards what I want to do, which makes
the classes fun and interesting and exciting, which makes it easy for me to
learn," Kelly said.
Margaret A. Lamb, the director
of the University of Connecticut’s
individualized major program, said
students must sometimes personalize
their education in order to tailor the
curriculum to their interests.
“I believe that students get more
out of their education if they are following curiosity and a kind of thematic
interest to their education, particularly
for undergraduates,” said Lamb. “For
some students, they have to find another path to give that curiosity a free
range.”
Natalie Lazaroff, who graduated
with a dual major in American studies
and Judaic studies, said pursuing her
interests was most important to her
when deciding what courses to take.
“You know what? For $52,000 a
year – and this is what I told my mom

''

For $52,000 a year... you should learn what you
want to learn.
natalie lazaroff
Graduate
Class of 2011

when I was declaring my major – you
should learn what you want to learn,”
Lazaroff said.
Lazaroff is also graduating from a
particularly small program. She is one
of only two undergraduate students
receiving a degree in Judaic studies
this year.
Professor Jenna Weissman Joselit,
director of the Judaic studies program,
said the smaller size of the program
helps the students become more familiar with each other, with the faculty
and with the material.
"The program provides a kind of
intellectual safe haven for GW undergrads, and it helps to break up some
of the anonymity of being a student,”
Joselit said.
Majors with traditionally smaller
graduating sizes include early modern
european studies with four graduates
in 2010, biophysics with three, English and creative writing with five and
French language and literature with
six.
Lazaroff said she has been fortunate that being part of a smaller
program allowed her to form close
relationships with many of her professors.
“My first year at GW, before I
declared my major, I was in all these
huge majors, and I remember speaking to people about just feeling so
frustrated that I didn’t know my professors,” Lazaroff said. u

“We suggest a donation, but if you
really, really, absolutely can’t pay the
donation, we won’t turn you away,”
Mendoza said.
Weekly events at BloomBars include the garden open mic every Monday, independent films on Tuesdays,
samba class and improv on Thursdays
and an afternoon drumming class on
Sundays.
Other classes offered include belly
dancing, capoeira – a unique Brazilian
form of martial arts and bachata – a
style of dance originating in the Dominican Republic. Every third Thursday of the month, Cipherstock takes

the stage to perform a two-hour jam
session without competition, fees or
pressure.
“When you’re in a city like Washington, you’re exposed to a lot of different opportunities and communities,
but I think there aren’t a lot of places
you can go where you get a diversity
of people, where there is not a power
dynamic,” Chambers said.
Chambers hopes students seize
the opportunity to come in and bring
their ideas and energy to the creative
space.
BloomBars is located at 3222 11th
Street NW. u

Shake Shack bringing green
edge to District burger scene

by hyacinth mascarenhas
Hatchet Staff Writer

Hamburgers in D.C. have become a district delicacy, with established and successful burger joints
like Ray’s Hell Burger and Good
Stuff Eatery dominating the scene.
But these eateries are about to
get even more competition, as Shake
Shack opens its doors May 17.
The self-described modern,
“road-side” burger joint will be
opening its doors at 11 a.m. near Dupont Circle.
“I think D.C. is ready for another great experience,” Zachary
Koff, director of operations for the
Shake Shack restaurants in Miami
and D.C. “It’s definitely a meat and
burger town, so it’ll be a great place
to create a sense of community for
people to gather, enjoy good food
and just have fun.”
The burger joint first opened in
New York City's Madison Square
Park, in 2004. It has since expanded
to four other New York City locations, Miami, Westport, Conn., Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Dubai, United
Arab Emirates and Kuwait City,
Kuwait.
Shake Shack’s staples include
the ShackBurger, hot dogs and “concretes,” which the menu describes
as “dense frozen custard blended at
high speed with toppings and mixins.” Some new flavors for concretes
that the company will be debuting
in D.C. are “the presidential sweep,”
“majority whip” and the “Washington monumint.”

“All I can say is that there is definitely a lot of fun things planned for
opening day," Koff said. “There has
been a lot of really good buzz so far,
and as far as the line goes, we’ll be
ready for it, that’s for sure.”
The Detroit-based band Dale
Earnhardt Jr. Jr. will be performing
a quick set at 12:30 p.m. on opening
day as part of the festivities.
In honor of commencement,
Shake Shack will be giving away free
cups of their “concretes” all week to
any recent graduates. All they need
to bring to Shake Shack to receive a
frozen treat is proof of graduation.
Recent accolades that Shake
Shack has accumulated include
New York Magazine’s “Best Burger”
award in 2005 and a spot on Zagat’s
list of the most popular restaurants
in New York.
Shake Shack has also made a
commitment to try being as environmentally friendly as possible.
The company practices on-site
composting of all organic materials and recycles used cooking oil
into bio-diesel fuel, according to its
website. The construction of its New
York City Upper West Side location
implemented sustainable materials,
LED light fixtures and a green wall,
which they describe as a “recyclable
modular unit and pre-grown living
system that will remain in bloom all
year round,” on the website.
The Shake Shack in D.C., located
at 1216 18th Street NW, will be open
weekdays from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
and until midnight on Fridays and
Saturdays. u

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Newly hired employees put the finishing touches on the Shake Shack.
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Nursing school marks first graduation
by priya anand
Metro News Editor

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Public health graduates recite their oath to 'uphold faith in the fundamental
human right of health' and join together to fulfill responsibilities.

Students urged to
boost public health
by Caroline Bowman
Senior Editor
Dean of the School of Public Health and Health Services Lynn Goldman urged the
school's graduating class to
remember their goals should
be to help people live longer
and happier lives.
“Your GW experience
does not end today. It continues from this day forward... In short, don’t be a
stranger. Stay in touch with
us,” Goldman said.
Goldman also lauded
the school’s jump from the
middle to the top one-third
of graduate schools of public health in the past year –
rising from 19th to 16th out
of the 39 schools ranked by
U.S. News and World Report
– and hailed the future construction of a building near
Washington Circle that will,
for the first time, “bring our
school under one roof.”
Kate Roberts, vice president of corporate marketing and communications of
Populations Services International, spoke about her
work to raise funds and
awareness for HIV/AIDS.
Roberts laughed as she
walked onstage, casually
mentioning that she had
been kidnapped two times.
Her excitement about her
organization, YouthAIDS,
and her pursuit of U2’s
Bono in support of the campaign kept the tone light. It
wasn’t until two years ago at
a YouthAIDS gala that Bono
recognized her efforts.

“[Bono] called me a lioness...If you get enough nos, it
makes the yeses so much more
exhilarating,” Roberts said.
With a small kick of her
heels, Roberts urged the
graduates to follow their
dreams through stories of
her travels to South Africa,
where she realized that her
shoes could pay for the
meals of the families she
visited.
“I looked down at my
Gucci loafers – these shoes
could feed a family for a
year,” Roberts said. “Do I
really need them?”
Roberts noted the impact of one particular family haunted by AIDS and the
strength of a 10-year-old girl
who fled an abusive father
to pursue her own dreams
of being a makeup artist.
“I am a daughter, a sister, a wife, a friend, a world
traveler...I could go on an
on,” Roberts said. “The
lesson here is it’s okay to
change your mind as long as
you follow your passion.”
Student speaker Nisha
Puntambekar, who graduated with a master ’s of public health in global health,
charged her fellow graduates to be “ambassadors of
global health.”
“I realized the most effective way to most educate and
improve health is to start in
my own community,” Puntambekar said. “I’ve always
been a bit shy...but during
my years at GW, I’ve learned
to build a community by saying yes to possibility.” u

"The lesson here is it's okay to change your
mind as long as you follow your passion."
Kate roberts

Vice President
Corporate Marketing and Communications of
Populations Services International

A leader in the field of
nursing told the School of
Nursing’s inaugural class May
13 they will have a hands-on
role in crafting the future of
health care in America.
Geraldine
Bednash,
chief executive officer and
executive director of the
American Association of
Colleges of Nursing, told
the group of about 80 that
they are graduating “in a
period of unbelievable opportunity for nursing.”
“Nurses have to be intimately involved in the design and change of health
care,” Bednash said. “I envy
all of you who are graduating because you will see an
amazing world filled with
changes that I can’t even
begin to imagine.”
School of Nursing Dean
Jean Johnson said the graduates should celebrate being the
school’s first graduating class
and said the future of health
care lies in nurses’ hands.
“Now some of you think
the future of health care is
in the hands of physicians,
or policy makers or administrators, but I want to tell
you it’s nurses who will
determine the quality of
health care in this country,”
Johnson said.

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Geraldine Bednash, CEO and executive director of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing,
told the inaugural class of nursing graduates that nurses are the future of health care.

The University's highest
governing body, the Board
of Trustees, approved a
proposal to establish the
nursing school last May.
Previously, the department
of nursing existed within
the School of Medicine and
Health Sciences.

services and end of life care
from the School of Medicine
and Health Sciences.
She realized nursing
was her calling while studying end of life care.
“Being at the bedside, I
think, is extremely important,” DeMarco said. u

Doctorates hooded as part of tradition
Faculty bestow
hoods on doctoral
recipients
by PAVAN JAGANNATHAN
Hatchet Reporter
University
Provost
Steven Lerman welcomed
more than 270 of GW’s doctoral candidates into “the
community of scholars” the
evening of May 12, charging them to “keep their
thirst for knowledge alive
throughout their careers.”
Lerman and a faculty
member placed a hood on
the robe of each doctorate
recipient representing the
type of degree earned – a
tradition dating back to
the 14th century as a way
to keep warm when the
first Western universities
began taking shape. Over
the centuries, it has come
to signify the designation
of a doctor.
“Earning [a doctorate]
carries a certain responsibility to intellectually challenge yourself throughout
your life,” Lerman said.
“Remember the faculty and

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Dorothy Wholihan - who received her doctorate in nursing
practice - laughs as the last doctoral candidate to be hooded.

"Earning [a doctorate] carries a certain
responsibility to intellectually challenge
yourself throughout your life."
Steven lerman
Provost

friends that helped you
get here, because once you
leave, life becomes busy. Be
generous with your time
and knowledge to do service for others.”
A doctorate is consid-

ered the highest earned
degree available in the
academic world. The designation of doctor signifies
that the holder has made
an original contribution to
knowledge and is ready to

teach others how to make
their own contributions.
University
President
Steven Knapp alerted graduates to the fact that they
are now part of a community of 3 percent of Americans who hold the degree.
“You have been guided
here by your intellectual
curiosity, now let your passion for learning and commitment to service be your
motivation for the future,”
Knapp said.
Knapp described JungSook Kim, who returned
to Korea after receiving
her doctorate. She chaired
a special committee on
women’s affairs, holds a
position in the National
Assembly of the Republic
of Korea and is the head of
the Girl Scouts in Korea.
Knapp, who received
his doctorate from Cornell
University in 1981, hopes
that graduates can follow in
the footsteps of successful
alumni
and
make
a
difference.
“Today, as you leave
GW, let your intellectual
curiosity and commitment
to service guide you,”
Knapp said. “And always
remember GW as your intellectual home.” u

CPS sends off grads
with talks of love

Graduates
honored for
health work

by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor

by amanda d'ambra
Assistant News Editor
The School of Medicine and
Health Sciences hosted family, friends
and colleagues in a celebration
May 14, recognizing graduating
undergraduate, master’s and doctoral
students as they set foot into the health
care community.
Several faculty members spoke to
the graduates in Lisner Auditorium,
praising their accomplishments and
urging them to continue to keep open
minds and embrace opportunities
throughout their careers. They
reminded graduates of the pivotal
roles they will play as health care
professionals.
“I like to think we are part of a
community, like a family of professionals who play an increasingly important role in our nation’s health
care system,” Margaret Plack, interim
senior associate dean for health sciences, said in opening remarks.
She praised the graduates for their
many achievements and contributions
to the field.
“Earning a degree in health sciences really truly says it’s more than just
a degree. It says a lot about who you
are and your commitment to helping
others in leading healthy and productive lives,” Plack said.
Jeffrey Akman, the interim vice
provost for health affairs and dean of
the medical school, encouraged students to make the most of their future
careers.
“I can tell you that your hard work
will pay off,” Akman said. “You will
find your careers in the health sciences extremely rewarding, and I wish
you every success in whatever path
you take.”
The focus of the ceremony was on
the students and their accomplishments. Several were recognized for
exceptional performance and service,

Katherine DeMarco, who
received a master's in nursing, received her third GW
degree at the ceremony.
DeMarco
graduated
from the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences in 2003
with a degree in human services and a master’s in health

jordan emont | assistant photo editor

Graduate Delisa N. Abednego delivers a speech at the School of Medicine and Health Sciences
celebration May 14 after winning the outstanding undergraduate award.

including two who were honored
with the school’s annual outstanding
student awards.
Delisa Abednego, who graduated with a bachelor’s degree in clinical laboratory science, received the
outstanding undergraduate student
award. The graduate honoree, Katherine Capozzi, who earned a master’s
degree in health science in the physician assistant program, was not present at the ceremony.
These awards are given to students who demonstrate extraordinary
achievement in academic performance,
clinical work, community service and
collaboration among peers, Plack said
while introducing the honorees.
“What was certain was that I came
here to the United States, to George
Washington University, to seek the
knowledge that George Washington
spoke of. Remember, he said that
knowledge is, in every country, the
surest basis of public happiness,”
Abednego said. “This prestigious
university has given me not only profound knowledge, but authentic happiness as well.”
She continued to say “this happiness is constructed upon a sense of
accomplishment...of every student
standing before me in a cap and gown
and a sense of hope and of prosperity
for the future.”
Elizabeth Ciurylo, who received

a doctorate in physical therapy, was
awarded the alumni association prize
for exceptional leadership in academics and dedication to the University
and its community.
“Each of us has a story we remember that we treasure about what
started us on our journey, but these
stories are just the foundations for
what we are going to build ourselves.
Throughout our careers in health care,
I know that we will encounter more
stories...you need to internalize these
moments, small and big, because they
become memories that motivate you
on the not-so-good days,” Ciurylo
said.
She urged her peers to follow
their dreams rather than stick to rigid
paths.
“You are meant to move and to experience new things to make you the
best professional that you possibly
can be,” Ciurylo said.
Following loud applause for the
award recipients and the conferring
of degrees, Plack presented the official charge to the graduates, advising them to step out of their comfort
zones and live in the moment.
“If I had let my own predetermined goals be my only focus and my
own self-doubt get the best of me,"
Plack said. "I would have missed out
on a lifetime of amazing students and
wonderful colleagues." u

Education and employment authority Anthony Carnevale urged graduates of the
College of Professional Studies May 14 to make the most
of their statuses as part of a
different strain of student.
Graduates of the college
represent a diverse mix of professionally focused and custom majors ranging from public relations to police science.
“In the parlance of economists and scholars these
days, you’re what’s called
non-traditional
students,”
Carnevale, director of the
Georgetown University Center on Education and the
Workforce, said to the more
than 300 graduates in Lisner
Auditorium.
He said the college’s students are traditional in the
sense that they have a respect
for education, seeing it as a
device “to improve yourself
and your prospects.”
President Bill Clinton appointed Carnevale to chair
the National Commission for
Employment Policy, and he
also served as vice president
of Educational Testing Services, a research organization
for academic assessments,
from 1996 to 2003.
“If you have a love of
learning, it will always love
you back, much the way work
often will,” he said. “And not
all relationships will turn out
that way in your life.”
In her address to the graduates, College of Professional
Studies Dean Kathleen Burke
noted the youth of the college,
which formed 10 years ago. In
its fifth graduation ceremony,
the Class of 2011 marked the
largest class to date.
“We anticipate and appreciate the contributions you

make as citizens of this city,
our nation and the world,”
she said.
Burke
presented
an
award to Chuck Cushman,
associate dean and acting
executive director of the
Graduate School of Political
Management, in appreciation
of his 13 years of service to
the University. Cushman,
who received a standing
ovation from the graduates,
will assume a new – and
not yet named – position at
Georgetown University.
Student speaker Christopher Signil, a distancelearning student in political
management,
challenged
graduates to address future
challenges with ingenuity
and integrity.
“Our true victory must
not rest in the accolades that
we attain but rather in the
lives that we change,” Signil
said.
For many of the college’s
graduates, earning a degree
meant splitting time among
school, work and family life.
“I’m glad to be done,”
Nichole Brock, 30, said.
Brock, who teaches at a
middle school in Southeast
D.C., received a master ’s
degree in middle-grade
mathematics.
Her husband, Jay Brock,
33, and daughter, 1-yearold Adeline, were there to
congratulate her, along with
some of her students.
“It’s been a wonderful
experience to see her start a
three-year journey and, after
working through the whole
process, get through it,”
Jay Brock said. “When she
started, she didn’t think she
would actually finish it. She
kind of thought she would
just take some classes. So it
was really extraordinary to
see her graduate today.”u
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MSSC holds celebration for graduating seniors
by Melissa Turley
Features Editor
Get married. That might
not be the typical advice
graduating seniors hear over
Commencement Weekend,
but those words were some of
the pieces of advice imparted
on students at the fourth annual Multicultural Senior
Celebration May 14.
“Stop partying, clubbing
or going to the spa and find
your true love,” Michael R.
Tapscott, director of the Multicultural Student Services
Center, said. “Love them
faithfully and all your dreams
will come true.”

GELMAN
from p. 1
only $1 million of the budget is
expected to be expended over
the next year.
In November Lerman
told The Hatchet there was no
concrete plan or cost estimate
for the project. GW hired Cox
Graae + Spack Architects in late
December, and in January, University spokeswoman Emily
Cain reported that the firm was
still in the process of developing
a conceptual design plan for the
first floor.
Knapp also reported being
“in talks” with several potential
large-scale donors for the project in November, but multiple
officials declined to release any
details about the philanthropists, or how much money
was in question. Following the
Board of Trustees meeting May
13, Knapp said the University

NROTC
from p. 1
of our fellow countrymen,”
Gilliam said in opening
remarks.
Keynote speaker Rear Adm.
David Thomas, commander of
the Naval Surface Force Atlantic, offered advice to the graduates on how to achieve success
in their positions and reminded
them of the influence they will
have as officers.
“Work hard, do your best,
make things happen and be
good, and you will be successful
beyond your wildest dreams,
and you will make a difference
to our nation, our Navy and Marine Corps and the many men

Tapscott said marriage is
a common link, binding people who are happy in life and
successful in their careers.
The idea of marriage may be
far from the minds of many
of the center’s graduates, but
the high-acheiving group said
the relationships they built
during their collegiate careers
will help them achieve both
happiness and success .
One of eight student
speakers, Lauren French, who
was the special events coordinator for the Multicultural
Business Student Association,
a member of the Black Student
Union and a former president
of the Alpha Kappa Alpha so-

rority, said, while the future
is a place to build dreams, the
steps necessary to attain them
start tomorrow.
French focused on one
simple phrase in her speech:
“Carpe diem.” While many of
the other speakers focused on
the importance of the future,
French said, "Rather than look

to the future, seize every day.”
Ernesto Apreza, one of
two graduate speakers on
behalf of GW's Latino community, has served as president, vice president and
pledge educator of the Pi
Delta Psi fraternity, as well
as vice president of the Organization of Latino Ameri-

still has “prospects.”
“Everything we’re doing is
bringing in external resources,”
Knapp said. “We’re always in
talks with potential donors.”
In 2009, the University allocated $500,000 to Gelman and
Academic Technologies, as well
as $210,000 for a first-floor data
upgrade for the building’s Internet, whereas the budget for
2010 did not include Gelman by
name. The University has consistently refused to release the
library’s budget. When asked
May 13, University spokeswoman Candace Smith said the
only “publicly available” budget material is listed on GW’s
website.
Knapp said University administrators considered Gelman
an issue before this year, but
the ball really got rolling when
former Student Association
Executive Vice President Jason
Lifton and former SA President
Julie Bindleglass brought the
adamant student concern to the

Board’s attention last year.
“I think it did give us a renewed impetus to create a committee that had students on it to
start looking for resources, and
to even advance the fundraising,” Knapp said.
He added that a lot of what
the University does is influenced by student input and he
has given the Student Association “a lot of credit” for their
work in areas including the library.
Former Student Association
President Jason Lifton declared
the Gelman renovation project
one of his top priorities during
his presidency and said he sees
the successful funding of the
first floor project as only a first
step in addressing Gelman’s
needs.
“We need to continue with
the renovation plans – the University recognizes that this is
only a first step,” Lifton said.
Lifton added that, although
previous projections have in-

cluded a $5 million budget,
“there is no reason to spend a
little bit of money to do a project wrong.”
In 2006, administrators developed the $5 million plan for
renovations in response to student complaints of overcrowding, limited electrical outlets
and a generally outdated appearance. These plans were
never carried out due to the
lack of funding. More than 480
outlets were added to the fourth
and fifth floors before the 2009
fall semester.
Ideas that have been released for the upcoming
Gelman renovations include
technological upgrades, adding additional study space and
potentially additional entrances
from Starbucks or Kogan Plaza.
Lifton said a main goal
of the Gelman renovations is
to “build community,” something he hopes would be in part
achieved by moving the entrance to Kogan Plaza. u

and women that are going to be
reporting to you,” Thomas said.
He continued to speak of
the members of the Navy the
graduates would be expected
to lead.
“They deserve every
ounce of dedication and effort
and commitment and courage
and honor that you can apply
to your commission. So if you
remember nothing else, please
remember you work for them.
You are the ideal that they
will aspire to grow up and be
like.”
The new officers were commissioned one by one as their
plans for the next chapter in their
military careers were announced.
While many will report for duty
immediately, some plan to attend
further training and education

within the Navy.
“It’s been four years since
we started. I have become very
close with this class, and it is
great to set off now to our future
career paths. I am excited to be
finished and to be entering into
the fleet,” David Kehoe, commissioned as an ensign, said.
Kehoe graduated with a
bachelor’s in international affairs, and will attend aviation
preflight indoctrination training
in Pensacola, Fla.
Sharon and Clarence Umbel
traveled from Ft. Meyers, Fla. to
see their granddaughter Courtney Keiser be commissioned as
an ensign and graduate with a
bachelor of arts in human services.
“It’s quite an honor and
tribute to all the work that she

has done through these four
years. We are so proud to be
here and celebrate with her,”
Sharon Umbel said.
Keiser will report aboard
USS Vella Gulf, a naval ship
ported in Norfolk, Va.
Parents Nikki and Roger
Goodstein said they were
impressed and moved by the
ceremony.
“I am beyond proud,
amazed by his accomplishments. To graduate and be commissioned is pretty superb,”
Goodstein said of her son.
Jake Goodstein will report
aboard USS Oscar Austin, also
ported in Norfolk, Va.
The newly commissioned
officers were presented to the
audience in an about-face, received by a standing ovation. u

"Stop partying, clubbing or going to the spa
and find your true love."
michael tapscott

Director
Multicultural Student Services Center

can Students and co-leader
of the group’s community
service-based spring break
trip to Guatemala. Apreza’s
speech focused on the effects
specific individuals within
the center’s families had on
his experience at GW. While
at GW, he realized “kicking
you out of the darkness of
ignorance” can shed new
light on relationships and
forge new perspectives.
“GW has given me a ticket
to a better life,” Apreza said.
The Multicultural Student Services Center is a
place many students feel
they have grown as individuals and as a diverse commu-

FIN AID
from p. 1
families face predicaments
requiring more need for
aid, Lerman said, he does
not expect a need to add
significant funds to the pool
like last October, when $2
million was added to available aid.
“There’s a period over
the summer in which families can often appeal and
ask for adjustments. Where
appropriate, we often end
up meeting those, such as
if someone loses a job after

BLOOMBERG
from p. 1
Honorary degree recipient Peggy Cooper Cafritz, an alumna of the Law
School, reflected on her efforts to desegregate GW’s
campus.
“I came to GW from
Mobile, Ala., as a very angry young black woman,”
Cafritz said.
During her time at GW,
the arts and education advocate helped found the Black
Student Union and organized a picket line in protest
of segregated sororities.
“I left GW as a woman
who had transformed from
black to African-American,
and I was not angry anymore,” she said.
Civil rights leader William Coleman, who served
as an adviser or consultant
to eight U.S. presidents, received an honorary doctor

nity, or as associate director
of the center, George Rice III,
said where they have gotten
“SWAG.” This type of swag
refers to an acronym instead
of a demeanor, standing for
“strategic ways to achieve
greatness.”
As the second senior
speaker on behalf of the
African-American
student
community, graduate Benson
Mensah-Bonsu summed up
many of the seniors’ feelings
as they embarked on the culmination of their time at GW
by saying, “It’s good to have
an end to a journey, but it’s
the journey that matters in
the end.” u
they filed their financial aid
request,” he said.
Lerman attributed October’s emergency increase
in aid to “the extreme pressure of the recession," an issue that he said he believes
will probably not have as
extreme of an effect on families this year.
The $159 million is guaranteed in the budget, but
the amount is an estimated
“projection,” Lerman said,
because of factors including
the lack of a full freshman
class due to existence of the
wait list. The financial aid
package will be finalized
going into September. u
of laws.
“I wish I had gone to
GW,” he said, looking out
onto the crowd of 25,000.
Students interviewed
afterwards said they enjoyed Bloomberg’s GW references, noting a feeling of
nostalgia now that they’re
leaving the University.
“I think a lot of people
appreciated the Manouch
comment. We were all
laughing and asking where
he got all his information
for all that,” Eloise Smith,
an undergraduate in the
Columbian College of Arts
and Sciences, said.
New York native and
grandparent of a graduate,
Gloria Ingrao, 82, said she
was very excited and proud
to watch the ceremony on
the National Mall, especially with Bloomberg as
speaker.
“We’re New Yorkers, so
we thought he was great,”
Ingrao of Westchester, N.Y.,
said. u
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Students, alumni share GW memories Three added to

Board of Trustees

by Melissa Turley
Culture Editor

Alumni shared memories of their times at GW at
the Legacy Reception May
13, ranging from finding
love in Thurston Hall to
how they have used their
GW connections to launch
impressive careers.
For Steven and Julie
Lifton, GW holds a special
place in their hearts. The
two met in Thurston Hall
when Steven was a freshman and Julie was visiting a
friend. For their son, former
Student Association President and graduated-senior
Jason Lifton, it was no question where he would live
freshman year.
“They said I had to live
there,” Jason Lifton said.
Steven Lifton described
the status of the dormitory’s
basement as one of the biggest differences. During his
two years spent living there,
he enjoyed diner-style food
served in the basement,
something that is no longer
offered.
Alumni Mark and Jaye
Toor also met at GW. Both
were editors at The Hatchet
and came to celebrate their
daughter Catherine Toor ’s
graduation.
Although Jaye Toor said
they “never ever pushed
GW on her,” Catherine has
followed in her parents’
footsteps both by coming to
GW and also by pursuing a
career in journalism – she
graduated with a degree
from the School of Media
and Public Affairs.
Alumna Kay Pierson
also studied journalism at

by gabrielle marush
Assistant News Editor
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From left, School of Public Health graduate Kajal Patel, her father Ashok Patel, her mother Jayshree Patel
and her brother Jay Patel sign the alumni book at the Legacy Family reception May 13.

GW, but one of the greatest
differences she sees between
her time at GW in the 1970s
and her son's experience
is the growing acceptance
and embrace of diversity
on campus. She watched
May 12 as her son, Marcus
Hendricks, participated in
the Multicultural Students
Services Center ’s graduation ceremony, a place that
did not exist while she was
at GW.
“GW has changed tremendously. The campus is
a little less hostile to black
students,” Pierson said.

She described spending
most of her time at the unofficial “black house” where
she and friends would go
blow off steam, listen to an
eight-track player and play
cards.
“We were very isolated,” Pierson said. “No one
else would speak to us.”
Hendricks graduated in
the midst of what Pierson
calls “a sea of change.”
A Trachtenberg scholar,
Hendricks has not only
been involved with community service on campus,
but he also completed over

500 hours of service while
in high school. Graduating
from the School of Engineering and Applied Science, he is also on a premedicine track. Hendricks
has been involved with activities on campus ranging
from the Navy Recruitment
Officer ’s Training Course,
to Japanese karate and the
National Society of Black
Engineers.
Pierson could not hide
her beaming pride, saying,
“My son is light years ahead
of me when I was his age.
He’s just a good kid.” u

Grad school expands director search
by andrea vittorio
Campus News Editor
In its second search for an
executive director this year, the
Graduate School of Political
Management will broaden the
search process to better represent stakeholders’ interests
and allow for a more diverse
candidate pool.
The expansion of the search
comes after pleas for participation from faculty, alumni and
students, who criticized College of Professional Studies
Dean Kathleen Burke for ignoring their desire to provide
input on the qualifications of
the position and the future of
the school.
While searching for a
permanent replacement, the
school has seen two temporary
executive directors: first, associate dean Chuck Cushman
and then Dennis Johnson, who
is on leave as a Fulbright distinguished lecturer in China.
Cushman, a favorite among
students and faculty, was overlooked for the executive director role during the first search.
He announced in April that
he will assume a new role at
Georgetown University.
Forrest Maltzman, chair
of the political science department and chair of the search
committee, said a key difference will be the makeup of the

committee in the second search
for an executive director.
“Most importantly, we
are going to make an effort to
ensure that all of the GSPM
stakeholders have an opportunity to participate in the
search,” he said.
In a change from the first
search, the committee will include an alumna of the school
and two GSPM adjunct faculty
members.
Adjuncts, who make up the
majority of the school’s faculty,
said they were shut out of the
first search despite multiple attempts to voice their concerns
through letters to top University administrators and Burke.
“It became clear during the
first search that faculty who
play a vital role in running the
school felt their voices were being excluded,” Maltzman said.
“It seemed like it was in the
interest of both the school and
the search to make sure this
did not happen again.”
James Spellman, an adjunct professor of public relations, and Julius Hobson, an
adjunct professor who teaches
courses on lobbying and political management, will represent
adjunct interests on the search
committee.
Hobson was one of three
professors elected by that adjunct faculty to coordinate their
efforts to be more involved

shortly after the second search
was announced.
"Searches require significant commitments of time and
effort, and I am pleased that
we have had so much interest
in participating," Burke said.
Spellman declined to comment. Hobson did not return a
request for comment.
Another criticism of the
first search was the scheduling of public forums during
times that were inconvenient
for alumni and adjuncts, who
often work professionally in
the field of political management. Maltzman said the committee will “make an effort to
schedule events where the candidates can meet with the parttime faculty.”
Burke has repetitively rebuked these criticisms, saying she believes the graduate
school is one of the University's
flagship programs.
After Burke and Provost
Steven Lerman dropped the
requirement that candidates
possess a Ph.D., Maltzman
said he hopes the second
search will include a wider
variety of candidates.
“My goal is to get as many
nominations as possible,” he
said. “We’re going to be opening up some sort of way –
whether it’s an e-mail address
or a website I don’t know –
where people can make nomi-

nations of people they think
should be contacted or considered.”
A faculty member, who
spoke on the condition on
anonymity, said she hopes
Burke and the search committee will make an effort to
better include women and
minorities in this search. All
six of final candidates interviewed during the last search
were white males.
"I hope [the search] will
attract a more diverse pool
of candidates," Burke said in
response.
The committee will receive assistance from an outside search firm, which both
Burke and Maltzman declined
to name. Maltzman said he is
in discussion with a firm and
anticipates finalizing a contract
within the next few weeks.
Based on suggestions from
their peers within the University and the alumni community,
the committee will create a list
of potential candidates, and the
search firm will help reach out
to the contenders and encourage them to apply.
“The
directorship
of
GSPM is an incredible job,"
Maltzman said. "It is an opportunity to both enhance a
nationally-recognized
program, and it provides a very
important platform to discuss
politics in America.” u

Class of 2011 raises record funds
by gabrielle marush
Assistant News Editor

The Class of 2011 raised
more than $77,000 for the Senior Class Gift campaign, almost a third of which will go
to an emergency scholarship
fund for students.
The seniors exceeded last
year’s class by almost $3,000,
with a last-minute anonymous gift boosting the total
by $13,000.
About $28,000 will go
to the Ronald Howard Students Assistance Fund, an
endowment fund established
in 1997 to aid students who
have emergency or other financial needs that cannot be
met through traditional financial aid.
When seniors donate to
the class gift, they are prompted to designate the funds to a
specific area on campus, such
as a student group or department. That total is matched
by the Luther Rice Society,
an alumni group, and is then
given to an area on campus
chosen by the graduating
class at the beginning of their
senior year. Sixty percent of
the senior class selected the
Ron Howard fund.
“This record comes as a
result of previous years of
donations and will hopefully feed into and inspire
donations by future classes,”
senior class gift coordinator
Eric Thibault said. He added
that the Class of 2011 had a
the highest-ever giving rate
at 42 percent.
When he was a student,
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees Russell Ramsey

The Board of Trustees
approved three new members and honored a retiring
11-year veteran of the group
with trustee emeritus status
in their meeting May 13.
The board voted unanimously in favor of Gary
Granoff’s nomination as a
trustee emeritus. The alumnus said he hopes to organize
the emeritus trustees and to
“reactivate them and involve
them” in the University.
Only select trustees are
granted emeritus status after
retirement. Emeritus trustees
are asked to continue being
engaged in the University
and to attend board meetings
and functions after retirement, although they do not
have the power to vote.
“Gary has been the ultimate trustee prototype for
GW. He gives of his time and
his energy and his intellect,”
the board’s vice chair, Nelson
Carbonell, said. “He supports
us philanthropically, and
Gary has always had GW as
a high priority in his life.”
Granoff earned both
his undergraduate and law
degrees at GW in 1969 and
1973, respectively. He served
on the board from 1998
through 2003, joining again
in 2005. He founded Ameritrans Capital Corporation
and serves as the company’s
chief investment officer and
the managing director of its
board of directors.
New members voted
onto the board include owner, current president and
CEO of Amyx, Inc., W. Scott
Amey, along with chairman
and CEO of Fensterstock Associates, Lee Fensterstock and
senior financial writer for The
New York Times, Diana Henriques. Amey and Henriques
are also alumni.
Amey received the GW
Alumni Award in 2007 for
establishing and managing
the School of Engineering
and Applied Science Career
Services Office at GW, which
focuses on full-time jobs and
internship opportunities for
engineering and computer
science students. He earned
his master's degree in computer science at GW.
Amey said he hopes
his position on the board
will give him an even better opportunity to help GW
achieve its goal of becoming a “preeminent research

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Pulitzer Prize-winning commentator for The Washington Post, Colbert
King speaks to the guests of the Interfaith Baccalaureate ceremony.

Graduates discuss
collegiate faith
by caroline bowman
Senior Editor

michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

From left, Board of Trustees Chairman Russell Ramsey, University President Steven Knapp, senior class gift
coordinator Eric Thibault and Board member Steven Ross present the senior class gift check Tuesday before
the last-minute anonymous gift that raised the total by $13,000.

respected Howard as a
professor and expressed his
gratitude for the senior class'
choice.
“Ron Howard, I hope, will
get a little bit of recognition
for what a special ambassador he was for this University at all levels,” Ramsey said.
“Hopefully this class will
take what I said, that they’re
all ambassadors of GW now,
that is forever theirs."
Ramsey
congratulated
the Class of 2011 for having the highest participation
level and raising the most
money in the history of the

University.
Students donated to academic departments, scholarship funds and campus organizations. Graduate Daniel
Bandong, a dance major,
chose to donate to the theater
and dance department.
“Giving is a part of the
culture [in that department],”
he said. “I know they’ll put
the money to good use.”
As he raised his glass
for a toast, University President Steven Knapp said this
year’s seniors are his classmates, having started his
tenure four years ago when

the Class of 2011 began its
freshman year.
"It's been a pleasure to
know you, to work with you,
to see you flourish, and you
are now our gift to the world
just as you have given a gift
to us today," Knapp said.
Graduate Jillian Hubbard donated to the Racially
and Ethnically Mixed Student Association, the organization she served as president for.
“I feel like GW has given
so much back to me,” Hubbard said. “I want to see it and
Remix continue to grow.” u

University.”
He co-founded and
served as chief operating officer of RS Information Systems, which became the 40th
largest Federal Government
IT Services provider in the
U.S. under his direction.
Fensterstock has two
daughters who attend GW,
and although he is “happy
to participate in any way that
the University leadership
feels would be additive,” he
said he is most interested in
career services and assisting
in the process of getting jobs
for GW grads.
“Enabling young people
to go out into the world prepared to contribute is, in my
opinion, key to our collective future,” Fensterstock
said in an e-mail. “GW plays
a critical role in this process,
and as a trustee, I would
have the opportunity to add
value as well.
Fensterstock was the
founding chairman of the
board, CEO of Broadpoint
Securities Group and CEO of
Broadpoint Gleacher. He also
founded Bonds Direct Securities LLC and served as chairman and co-CEO until its
sale. Additionally, he served
as president and chief operating officer of Gruntal & Co., a
regional broker dealer.
In 2005, Henriques was
a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize
and won a George Polk
Award, the Worth Bingham
Prize for Investigative Reporting and Harvard’s Goldsmith Prize for her 2004 series
that exposed insurance and
investment rip-offs of young
military consumers.
She characterized GW as
the “bedrock” upon which
the most important areas of
her life were built.
Henriques has worked
for The New York Times
since 1989. She was a reporter
for The Hatchet during her
time at GW before graduating in 1969. Since then,
she has written for Barron’s
magazine and was a Wall
Street correspondent for The
Philadelphia Inquirer and an
investigative reporter for The
Trenton Times. She recently
published a book about the
Bernard Madoff scandal.
“[GW’s]
acceptance,
generous financial aid and
excellent campus journalism environment – at The
Hatchet, in fact – gave me
the education and training
that launched my professional career,” she said. u

Graduates and their families gathered in a humble setting off Virginia Avenue May
14 in a celebration of faith.
The University Interfaith
Baccalaureate Service, held at
Western Presbyterian Church,
aimed to celebrate the power
of faith in academia. Five student speakers spoke about
their religions and were joined
by keynote speaker and Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist
Colbert King.
University President Steven Knapp reflected on a variety of faiths, drawing from the
Quran, Hindu texts, the Old
and New Testaments and Confucian texts to elaborate on the
necessity of compassion.
Knapp introduced keynote speaker and Washington
Post columnist King, who
spoke about growing up in
Foggy Bottom and attending church services at the K
Gym. King asked students to
remember their school and to
think beyond possessions.
“The human soul should
not be based on human possessions,” King said. “The true
question is not how much, but
of what sort.”
King touched upon a variety of topics, but he settled on
the need to reflect and move
forward.
“What matters to you, to
me, today is not where we

were before, but where do we
go from here,” he said.
Graduating seniors Andrew Buonopane, Jehan Morsi,
Bobak Tavangar, Noble Freeman and Melinda Michaels
reflected on their time at GW,
and each student stressed the
importance of community in
their continued devotion to
their faiths.
“We need to rediscover
how to talk about the things
that matter most with the
people who matter most,”
Buonopane, a Catholic, said
of faith.
Associate Dean of the
GW Law School Alfreda Robinson kept the service light
with a congratulations to all
of Knapp’s "children." Jumping off of the joke, Tavangar
turned away from his parents
to thank the president for his
college years.
“Apparently we are all
children of Steven Knapp, so
the thanks goes to you, sir,”
Tavangar, representative of
the Baha’i tradition, said.
Joking aside, Freeman,
whose godfather’s death kept
his father from attending the
ceremony, discussed the need
to connect through tradition
and their shared community.
“Regardless
of
the
journey we are about to
embark on...we all cling to a
certain amount of intimacy...
[that] is beyond joy or grief,”
Freeman said.u
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IN Brief
Men's tennis falls to Duke
at NCAA Championship
The men’ s tennis team fell
in the first round of its first-ever
NCAA Championship to No. 11
seed, Duke, May 13.
The Blue Devils kept the Colonials from earning a single
point, defeating GW 4-0.
The Colonials were forced to
compete without their No. 1 singles player, junior Ugur Atalay,
who is also a member of their No.
1 doubles team. Head coach Greg
Munoz said Atalay was unavaliable due to family circumstances.
Senior Christopher Kushma
and sophomore Alexander Van
Gils fell first, 8-2, followed by the
Colonials’ freshmen duo, Viktor
Svensson and Ulrik Thomsen,
who lost 8-1. Junior Richard Blumenfeld and senior Erik Hannah
were the last team to be defeated by the Blue Devils, falling in
a 7-2 decision.
“Our freshmen were a little
nervous going into doubles. We
lost the doubles quickly and
that was a disappointment,”
Munoz said. “ All of the seniors
lost their matches, and that’s a
tough way to go out.”
Duke continued its dominance in singles play, ensuring
its victory with three singles
wins. Hannah was swept, 6-0,
6-0, in the first singles match,
followed by Kushma, who fell
6-4, 6-3 to his Duke opponent.
Senior Yan Levinski was the
third and final singles defeat,
falling 6-2, 6-2 to Duke.
“Losing’s always tough to
take,” Munoz said, “ But they
[the seniors] went through four
years without really facing levels like that, and I think that’s
something that, as a team, we
need to find ways to keep our
players more competitive.”
The Colonials earned their
berth at the NCAA Championship by winning the Atlantic 10
Championship, the program’s
second-ever victory and first
since 1979. GW defeated Xavier
4-0 in the A-10 finals, finishing
their season with a 15-8 record.
The season also garnered
personal honors for six Colonials and their coach. Kushma,
Hannah and Levinski, along with
junior Ugur Atalay, were named
to the A-10 All-Conference first
team, while Van Gils and Svensson were named to the All-Conference second team. Munoz
was named the 2011 A-10 Coach
of the Year. As his season ended, Munoz was optimistic about
what lay ahead for his program.
“The performances of our new
players, our two freshmen and
our sophomore, were very competitive with Duke,” Munoz said.
“ We competed at the sports that
will be returning. I’m feeling really good about next year.”

Upcoming game
Baseball
vs. Towson
Arlington, Va.
Tuesday May 17, 4 p.m.

Last word
"I think guys are
mature enough, they
understand the situation
and are going to respond
accordingly."
–Jabari Edwards, men's
basketball senior, on how the team
will respond to new leadership under
head coach Mike Lonergan.
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Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com
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The number of men's tennis team
members who were named to
Atlantic 10 All-Conference teams.

Seniors' lives changed in the paint

by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor
The Smith Center isn’t
just the building where Jabari
Edwards and Joseph Katuka
played basketball during their
undergraduate careers. For the
two seniors, it’s representative
of so much more: the sport that
changed their lives.
Neither player would be
graduating from GW if he hadn’t
played basketball, the two said.
Katuka is the first to graduate
from college in his family, a distinction he speaks of with pride,
and an accomplishment he attributes to the drive he has found
on the court.
“Basketball has changed my
life, has turned my life around,”
Katuka said. “To get this education, to make friends, to have the
opportunity I have right now.
To keep dreaming about basketball.”
Edwards spoke of the doors
that the sport has opened for
him, especially academically.
Staying focused and driven on
the court, he said, allowed him
to be equally successful in the
classroom, giving him a chance
at an education he might not
have otherwise received. The
Brooklyn, N.Y. native credits
basketball as the driving force
behind his path to D.C. and his
career as a Colonial.
“Basketball’s meant everything to me,” Edwards said.
“Not a lot of people where I’m
from get a chance to go to GW.”
It’s understandable, then that
the two don’t intend to leave
basketball behind once they
cross the stage, receive their diplomas and switch their tassels.
Katuka will be headed to Florida
after graduation, and intends on
taking some time to pursue his
dream of playing basketball professionally.
“I’m going to play basket-
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Men's basketball seniors Joseph Katuka, left, and Jabari Edwards, right, credit
basketball as the driving force behind their academic and athletic careers.

ball,” Katuka said. “Head back
to Florida, work out. I haven’t
talked to my agent about anything [specific] but I do have an
agent.”
Edwards, too, will continue

Copes requests
release from LOI
by Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor

Men’s basketball recruit
Erik Copes has asked to be
released from his National
Letter of Intent to play at
GW, and is headed to play
ball at District-based competitor George Mason.
The Department of
Athletics is processing
Copes’ paperwork, University spokeswoman Candace
Smith said. She was not sure
when the 6-foot-8 center
asked to be released from
his contract with GW, but
said she was made aware of
the request May 13.
With the release, Copes
has the ability to contact and
play for other schools without losing a year of NCAA
eligibility. Fox Sports reported Sunday evening the
center signed on to play for
George Mason's new head
coach Paul Hewitt.
A
factor
affecting
Copes’ decision to ask for a
release was associate head
coach Roland Houston, a
seven-year veteran at the
University and Copes’
uncle. In Lonergan’s initial
meetings with the media,
he said hiring decisions
regarding his staff were
pending, calling into question Houston’s future with
the Colonials. Hewitt also
snagged Houston as a new
assistant coach last week,
Fox News reported.
Smith said she did not
return a request for comment Sunday evening, but

Allums
from p. 1
had plagued the junior
since his days playing soccer in high school. Rolanda Delamartinez, Allums’
mother, said in February
that Allums still complained of lingering effects
from the injuries.
That fear was alleviated
when Allums learned that,
to maintain his eligibility
as a student-athlete on the
women’s basketball team,
he would just have to hold
off on any gender reassignment surgery or hormone
therapy until April 2012,
by which time he will have
completed his eligibility as
a student-athlete. His story
drew attention from national media, and Allums

said Friday she had no information on Houston.
"We wish Erik well and
look forward to preparing
for next season," Lonergan
said in a statement through
Smith. Lonergan declined
to answer additional questions on the topic.
Copes is widely regarded as the best recruit former
head coach Karl Hobbs has
ever brought to Foggy Bottom. He averaged 7.9 points,
10.1 rebounds and 2.9 blocks
per game last season and
was rated as the sixth-best
center and 49th-best player
in his recruiting class in the
ESPNU Top 100 rankings.
Copes’ intention to attend GW was called into
question with the departure of Hobbs in April
and the subsequent hire of
Mike Lonergan as Hobbs’
replacement. Andre Noble,
director of athletics and
boy’s basketball coach at
Imhotep Charter High
School, told The Hatchet
last month that Copes had
developed a great deal of
respect for Hobbs, saying he was shocked by the
coaching change.
Noble did not return
repeated requests for comment.
Copes’ attraction to
GW and the D.C. area was
previously identified as a
strong factor in his ultimate decision. Noble said
the center felt at home in
the city and on campus
and “really, genuinely
liked GW.” u

stepped into the spotlight
as a symbol of the transgender community.
The University’s Office
of Media Relations came
under scrutiny in February, when Delamartinez
alleged that GW stifled
opportunities about his
history-making role. Delamartinez said that the
University rejected media
requests for Allums in an
effort to bury the story, an
allegation the University
denied.
Delamartinez
also
said that Allums intended
to
undergo
gender
reassignment surgery in
May, but was instructed
by the University to tell
members of the media that
he was not planning to
undergo the procedure, an
allegation the University
again denied. u

his play. Due to a medical hardship waiver in his first season
at GW, Edwards has one more
season of NCAA eligibility left.
He plans to use it to don his uniform as a Colonial one last time,

again taking to the court in the
Smith Center while enrolled in
the Graduate School of Education and Human Development
at GW. After this season, when
the Colonials finished fourth
in the A-10, it’s a chance for
Edwards to take his team to a
new level of success. He led the
Colonials in blocked shots this
season, slamming back 36 attempts despite only playing in
16 games, making Edwards a
veteran defensive force heading
into next season.
Edwards will return to a
markedly different program on
the court than the one that he
walked away from in March. The
University hired Mike Lonergan,
the former six-year head coach
at the University of Vermont, to
replace Karl Hobbs as the head
coach of the men’s basketball
program. Lonergan will be taking the helm of a team recruited
and developed to suit Hobbs’
coaching style, but Edwards
doesn’t anticipate difficulties
from the new direction. They’re
a resilient team, he said, one continually striving for success.
“Of course it’s going to be
difficult. We came here to play
for coach Hobbs and the entire
staff, they recruited us, that’s
what assistants do,” Edwards
said. “But I think guys are mature enough, they understand
the situation and are going to respond accordingly.”
The paths of Katuka and Edwards will diverge after graduation, separated by state lines
and future plans. They will
still be drawn together, the two
say, by their team, the common
bond to which they both owe so
much. It’s a family, the seniors
say, and one neither intends to
walk away from.
“I’ll be in and out,” Katuka
said. “We’re a family. I’m going to
come check them out, we’re always
going to keep in contact.” u
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Margaret Barone, a female coxswain for the men's rowing team, was honored May 10 for
her contributions to GW athletics. She was one of 10 graduating athletes at the ceremony.

Graduates honored at
Athletics commencement
by amanda d'ambra
Assistant News Editor
As
Craig
Helmstetter ’s peers walked
across the Smith Center ’s stage May 14 to receive their degrees, the
senior was in Worcester,
Mass. preparing to compete in his penultiamte
race as a Colonial.
Helmstetter, the captain of the men’s rowing team, was honored
along with nine other
student athletes May
10, all who missed their
own graduation ceremonies to compete in their
respective games and
races over Commencement Weekend.
University Marshal
Jill Kasle, Provost and
Executive Vice President
for Academic Affairs
Steven Lerman and University President Steven
Knapp hosted the ceremony, each noting the
dedication of the men’s
and women’s rowing
teams and the men’s
baseball, soccer and tennis teams members over
their varsity careers.
“College
sports
has an important role
in university life...for
teamwork, to cultivate
the skills of leadership,
create a strong work
ethic, hold people personally accountable for
their performance and
their behavior, and encourage an honesty in
athletic
competition,”

"Being a student-athlete has been a
blessing in many ways."
Craig Helmstetter
Captain
Men's Rowing

Lerman said.
Jon Greenwich, assistant baseball coach,
said being a student
athlete is a tough job
that not every student
could do.
“It’s a full time job
being a Division I athlete. And it’s another
full time job being a
student at GW. Either of
these endeavors alone
would be an immense
challenge to take on, and
these young men have
done both, and they’ve
done both very well,”
Greenwich said.
Helmstetter, the student speaker, graduated
with a Bachelor of Science in mechanical engineering.
The senior encouraged his fellow graduates to apply the dedication they had in sports
to future endeavors.
“Being a student
athlete has been a blessing in many ways. I find
myself constantly busy,
stressed, tired, sore...but
I couldn’t really think of
a better way to develop

growth,
commitment
and leadership,” Helmstetter said.
He added, “as we
move on in the next steps
of our lives, I challenge
my teammates to continue their commitment,
to maintain their perseverance...you leave with
the legacy of dedication
to your teammates, you
leave committed to conquer whatever ’s next in
your life.”
Melissa and Larry
Turner, mother and
stepfather of Alexandra
Hamilton, the one graduating senior on the
women’s rowing team,
traveled from their home
outside of Philadelphia
for the ceremony.
The Turners will
spend the weekend at
the rowing team’s competition in New Jersey.
“It’s very exciting
to be here. We’re very
pleased. She had a great
experience and education at GW, and we are
so proud to be here at
the end of it,” Melissa
Turner said. u
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Miss the moment?
We captured it.
Commencement photos available at

hatchetphotos.com
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www.gwmarketplace.com

jobs
Sitters Wanted. $12+ per
hour. Register free for jobs
near campus or home. www.
student-sitters.com
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(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

CASHIERS needed at Dupont Circle area restaurant.
Spring/summer jobs, full
time, part time. Call (202)
609-8326 or write to: info@
zorbascafe.com

Lifeguards. Positions in
Md,VA,DC. FT/PT. Flexible Schedule. Must be able
to swim. Free Training.
Competitive pay. VA: 703996-1300 ext.128, MD/DC:
301-210-4200 ext. 107

GWorld Merchants &
Super Saver Coupons

TO BE INCLUDED IN THIS SPECIAL PROMOTION, CONACT YOUR SALES REP OR CALL (202) 994-7682
DEADLINE FOR MERCHANTS PAGE: Prior Thursday, 4pm

Call NOW!! - Limited Number of Participants - Call NOW!!
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